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INTRODUCTION TO 

ECONOMICS



-Economics: social science concerned with the production, 

distribution and consumption of goods and services

-basic questions: What? How? For whom?

-Adam Smith, David Ricardo, John Stuart Mill, John Maynard

Keynes, Joan Robinson, Paul Samuelson, Paul Krugman...

How?               How?               What?             Who?

-Economy: the state of a country or region in terms of the 

production and consumption of goods and services and the 

supply of money.
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-Macroeconomics: observes and analyzes how entire 

countries, full of many industries and consumers, function 

(national product, inflation, unemployment, export, import...)

-Microeconomics: focuses on the actions of individuals and 

firms (preferences, motivation, elasticity, cost, revenue, profit...)

-Economic units: Households C

Firms I

Government G

-GDP: GDP is the total value of all the final goods and services

produced within a country’s borders in a specific time period.

GDP = C + I + G + NX
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-human wants and needs of the economic units are satisfied 

by means of goods

-tangible goods vs. intangible goods

-free goods vs. economic goods

Scarcity in economics: limited resources

utility

-consumption goods vs. investment (capital) goods

-necessity goods vs. luxury goods 



-goods based on rivalry and excludability of consumption

Excludable Non-excludable

Rivalrous
PRIVATE GOODS

Ice cream, car, furniture, meat, 
smartphone...

COMMON-POOL 
RESOURCES

Water, fish, wood, pastures…

Non-rivalrous
CLUB GOODS

Cable TV, cinema, paid 
websites, toll highways, 

private parks... 

PUBLIC GOODS
Clean air, national defense, 

street lights…



-rational consumer: bases his/her decision-making process on 

making choices that result in the optimal level of benefit or 

utility for him/her

1. They have preferences – what do they want to consume? 
Utility: Total utility↑, Marginal utility↓

2. They have budget constraint – what can they afford?
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...

Are we rational consumers in reality?

-imperfect information

-influence of other consumers

-habit persistence, brands

-laziness, poor maths...

-field studying this: behavioral economics



Land: soil, natural resources, water...

-difficult to quantify

-it might appear to be a free good, but it is not

-renewable resources, non-renewable resources

Labor: human effort used in production

-humans are not born as factors of production = education

-quantity and quality of labor are influenced by population, 

people’s physical skills and mental abilities, laws…

Capital: is a secondary factor of production

-it is used to produce goods which will be used for producing

other goods

A different combination of factors of production is needed for production of 

different goods, depending on place, the type of good, company…



-supply: the quantity of goods that the producers are willing to 

sell at the market as a function of price

-demand: the quantity of goods that the consumers are willing 

to buy as a function of price

Does supply create demand, or does demand create supply?
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-a place where supply and demand meet, goods are bought and 

sold, equilibrium price and equilibrium quantity are determined
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-measures the relationship between change in quantity supplied 

following a change in price

ES = ΔQ / Δ P

Elastic supply ES > 1 

Inelastic supply ES < 1

Unitary elasticity ES = 1

Infinite elasticity ES = ∞ (perfect elasticity)

Zero elasticity ES = 0 (perfect inelasticity)

Determinants: climate, available technologies, type of goods, 

mobility and availability of inputs, storage, time...
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-measures the relationship between change in quantity 

demanded following a change in price

ED = -ΔQ / Δ P

Elastic demand ED > 1 

Inelastic demand ED < 1

Unitary elasticity ED = 1

Infinite elasticity ED = ∞ (perfect elasticity)

Zero elasticity ED = 0 (perfect inelasticity)

Negative elasticity ED < 0

Determinants: time, type of goods, type of consumer, availability 

of substitutes, consumption habits, traditions, competition, 

product life cycle, marketing...
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-measures the relationship between change in quantity 

demanded following a change in income

EY = ΔQ / Δ Y

Elastic EY > 1 

Inelastic EY < 1

Unitary elasticity EY = 1

Negative elasticity EY < 0

Zero elasticity EY = 0

Determinants: time and original income
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-business administration: a part of microeconomics, includes 

all aspects of overseeing and supervising business operations 

and related fields (accounting, finance, marketing...); it focuses 

on firm, its organization, acitivites, relationships etc.

-entrepreneurship: purposeful activity that the entrepreneur 

carries out on his own behalf and on his own responsibility with 

the intention to achieve a pre-determined goal (often profit)

-firm/business/company: a commercial organization that 

usually operates on a for-profit basis and participates in selling 

goods or services to consumers. 

-it procures inputs and uses them to produce outputs




